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Personal background

Experimented with wearable computing ~1999-2006

2006: record a day (14 hours) of VGA video for $1,000

Quit with two rants against the ongoing fetishization of 
hardware and the neglect of practical software

Rekindled interest with the growth of the internet of 
things and the quantified self



“So What?”
“Make it seamless, make it mainstream”
“Insight, not data, is the key”



Stephen Wolfram
“The personal analytics of my life”



Tom Insam
“Stream”



“Your phone should know when you have a meeting 
across town and tell you to leave early because it’s 
going to start raining.  It should wake you up at 5AM 
because there’s a fresh bed of snow on the hill and 
your better grab your sled before everyone else.  It 
should tell you exactly when to leave the restaurant on 
your first date, timing it just perfectly so you both get 
stuck in a downpour trapped under that awning where 
you’ve planned the perfect first kiss.”

— Adam Grossman, co-creator of Dark Sky, an 
accurate, short-term, weather prediction iOS app



Project background

Rants in 2006 didn’t offer solutions

No practical interface designs

No realistic use cases to improve quality of life

On back-burner til February 2012

Epiphany around “storytelling”



Facebook Timeline
“Tell your life story with a new kind of profile”



Cowbird
“A witness to life”



Storytelling

Storytelling is sensemaking and placemaking of the:

Past: genealogy

Present: diaries and journals

Future: personal (digital) archives



Automated storytelling...

Continuous data collection

Offline cross-referencing and correlation

Computational detection of patterns, e.g. presence in 
the kitchen before 10am correlates strongly with a 
greater number of emails sent before noon



...with post-hoc 
computational narratives

Write a “just so” story to explain a correlation

Even if it isn’t true, we will remember it as truth later 
and it has the power to influence our behavior

Data becomes actionable: change schedule to include 
breakfasts more often

Keeping the source data supports reinterpretation in 
the future



Development timeline

Two-pronged approach

Generating accurate computational narratives from 
data when “gold standard” narrative is already known

Using online video game play data for this

Applying those techniques to real-world data

Collecting biometrics and electronic data from myself



Development timeline

Collect 90 days video game data

Procure base hardware

Begin to log EEG, heartrate, GPS for entire waking day

Analyze video game data

Add galvanic skin response, video and electronic data

Analyze biometric and electronic data



Current status

Ninety days of online video game data collected from 
30+ volunteer players

Gold standard narrative is available for validating 
models

Hardware has been procured and sensors have been 
tested individually

Integrating the GPS and the EEG hit bottlenecks



Current status

Hardware selected for expected ease of integration

Many different Arduino form factors: sewable, flexible, 
breadboardable, plus multiple typical sizes

Needed GPS, USB host, SD card for storage, clock 
and backup battery for timekeeping, standard inputs 
for heart rate and galvanic skin response

Wanted to get right into data collection with minimal 
additional effort: not doing this to play with hardware



Seeeduino Stalker
Data logging Arduino platform, with RTC, backup 
battery, micro SD, thermometer, Bee socket



NeuroSky 
MindWave
Inexpensive EEG, 
uses custom USB 
data receiver



PulseSensor
Heart rate sensor for 
fingertips or earlobes, 
designed for Arduino



GPS Bee
Compact, high-
quality GPS receiver, 
fits into a Bee socket



Current status

Sensors track brain waves, heart rate, GPS, ambient 
temperature

Haven’t found an off-the-shelf galvanic skin response 
sensor, expect to build a palm-fitted one

GPS was originally tracked using my phone, but was 
too inconvenient, now onboard the Arduino

Always-on video will be added with neck-worn camera 
for testing, expect to switch to head-mounted unit later



Current status

Seeeduino Stalker and GPS Bee are made by Seeed 
Studio for experienced hardware hackers. 
Documentation and support can be poor.

GPS Bee uses a nice GPS chipset but integration is 
difficult if you want to change default settings or test it 
using different inputs on the Arduino

Found code written by high-altitude balloonists for a 
different GPS device, but same chipset, to successfully 
test with



Current status

Others have integrated MindWave EEG to Arduino by 
hacking the receiver, but if you damage it, you have to 
buy an entire new unit, can’t replace just the receiver

Safer to use a USB Host Shield with custom software

Turns out the chipset in the receiver isn’t supported

Need to write a custom driver

No documentation, only open-source Linux code to 
read and adapt to Arduino USB code



Future work

Could instead buy a new MindWave Mobile headset 
(uses Bluetooth) and a Bluetooth Arduino shield

After software integration is complete, will need to find 
appropriate body-worn placement, possibly extend the 
heart rate monitor cables or replace the GPS antenna

Expect finding an ideal battery will take some effort

Tracking electronic data (emails sent, web sites visited, 
etc.) will be ongoing and have constant additions



Future work

2012: record a day (18 hours) of VGA video for $200

There’s even less practical research on data mining 
24/7 personal video than for quantified self biometrics 
(pretty much only Deb Roy’s “time worms”)

Have considered ways for applying the narratives to 
live, alternate reality games

After initial research is complete, long-term use will 
necessitate more fashionable hardware considerations



Questions?


